For impressions of depth and thickness

Designed Returns for custom acoustical ceiling panels, provide visual impressions of depth
and thickness while architecturally concealing lighting elements and suspension.
Standard Returns
Built-Up Panel Seamless Return
Available in heights to suit (up to 4” (100mm)).
Consult factory for heights greater than 4”. It is an
integral part of the acoustic ceiling panel. It can be
shaped and custom curved to match the panel.

Design Considerations
This type of returned edge can be used on the Direct Suspended, Suspended Reveal, and the Suspended Accessible Reveal Systems. The returned
edge is a part of the panel, and as such is not continuous - there will be a gap at each panel joint
which should be taken into consideration when incorporating lighting behind the return.

Seamless Return

Continuous Extruded Aluminum Return
(field attached to grid)
Available with a 5 15/16” (150mm) high return
(sufficient to hide the springs), and is designed
specifically for the Ceilencio Custom System. Custom heights can be accommodated. The extruded
aluminum edge can also be provided precurved.

Design Considerations
This is the only edge return that provides a continuous look. There is a 1/8” (3mm) reveal between
the return and panel. The Ceilencio Custom panels
can be accessed without affecting the return edge
- it remains in place, as it is part of the ceiling grid.
It is only available as an option with the Ceilencio
Custom Ceiling System.

Continuous Extruded Aluminum
Return for custom Ceilencio
ceiling system
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Custom Returns
Alternate Custom Designed Returns are available. Consult the factory if our standard returns do not meet
your design requirements. Custom extrusions and flexible returns are also available.

Factory engineered perimeter profiles are available fully integrated into this accessible Ceilencio
ceiling system.

The wedge shaped returns on these large Claro finished panels provide a visual impression of thickness
and an architectural feature.
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Design Returns
Decoustics Design Returns are available in a wide range of proprietary
finishes; Claro, Metallo, Madero and Fabric.

Claro and Metallo
Claro and Metallo are proprietary panel finishes that can be specified for
ceilings and walls as noted below. Refer to Decoustics technical binder or
website for further information.

Madero
A variety of natural wood veneer Designed Returns to match our Madero
line of Quadrillo and Solo M panels and Solo planks.

Fabrics
Most designer or economical fabrics can be applied to Designed Returns

The detailed Design Returns located in the hospitals Chapel integrate
seamlessly into the room, thus creating overall depth and dimension.

Services Decoustics assists in designing, budgeting, CAD drawings, acoustical and
fire testing, and with our qualified sales representation.
Warranty For warranty information please refer to our website.

www.decoustics.com

Claro, Ceilencio, Designed Returns, Metallo, Quadrillo, Solo, Madero and Trelisio are trade marks of Decoustics.
The information provided in this brochure is accurate to the best of our knowledge at the time of printing.
However, we reserve the right to make changes when necessary without further notification. Suggested applications
may need to be modified to conform with local building codes and conditions. We cannot accept responsibility for
products that are not used or installed to our specifications.

Decoustics Limited
61 Royal Group Crescent
Woodbridge, Ontario L4H 1X9
Canada
Main (905) 652-5200
Toll Free (800) 387-3809
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Environmental Commitment We are constantly seeking ways to contribute to a
better environment. Decoustics is a member of the U.S. Green Building Council and
AWI. LEED, BREEAM and environmental information on our products can be found on
our website.

